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About This Game

Clumsy Chef is a simple 2D platformer with elements of survival in which you have to play for the cook who just loves donuts.
In this game your main mission is to collect the doughnuts. Each level has for 4 doughnuts collecting which opens the door to

the office of cook. Passing through this door will take you to the next level. Be careful, the doughnuts are not easy to get on the
way of the chef there is a variety of obstacles, such as hot pans and sharp knives. You have only one chance to collect all

doughnuts, because the cook has only one life, but don't worry if you can't do it right the first time. If you die, the level will
begin again.
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Title: Clumsy Chef
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
IndieLip
Publisher:
IndieLip
Release Date: 5 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8\10

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 250MB

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 350 MB available space
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The game reflects satisfactorily the original board game. The strategy involved is exciting and challenging. However the speed
of the game was significantly decrease by animations which should be further allowed to be removed in the settings.(Certain
animation was allowed to be removed) The music is not attractive and is repetitive (a single tune is played throughout the game).
AI in the game should be made to be more diverse and level of difficulty should be allowed to be adjusted.. A bit short,
especially given that a lot of time is wasted waiting for those fishes to get into place. And the fact most just disappear when
teleporting was a bit immersion breaking for me.

But the impression of being in the game was really cool, especially when switching to a big creature (whale) or a small one
(sandwich crab).

US$20 might be a bit high given the length. But if you can afford it or if you can get it for half that, definitely check it out..
Great soundtrack, fun gameplay. is fun to play with friends though needs more gamemodes like 3 people matches and needs
more players. I think it is nice, but no one play that game, 20 minuts waiting to play...

Eu acho que o jogo \u00e9 top, mas ningu\u00e9m joga, fiquei 20 minutos esperando pra joga.... It's Good :v. Do not buy this
game this game c'est terrible.. Early Access Game.... No. This game also needs to be developed much further.

Keep your money to buy indie game bundle, Trust me !. Rescue humanity and find out what's happening. The human race is in
danger again(and again). This time, scientists could not avoid the imminent threat and became monsters themselves. Crowds of
zombies filled the secret research base. The dreadful contagion is about to spread across the earth. Find the answer to the main
question what caused the catastrophe? Maybe on the final stage you'll face something terrible? Try your monster fighting skills
in two additional game modes Survive and Gun Stand.. If you can live without mesh deformers this is the way to go. I needed
something cheap and easy to make a ton of sprites and this was a gift from the animation gods.
I would like to have more updates on Spriter 2 though.
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A nice but old model. Please note it doesn't show p in quick drive.. Terrible, no gameplay or strategy unlike better and free
clickers out there.
All you do is wait or click endlessly so you can buy an upgrade that barely matters.. game feels so good its way more fun that i
thought it would be :D. Great 2D puzzle game. Gateways is a little bit of misnomer in that the puzzles aren't just about Portal-
style portal guns.. Enjoyed this one more than the first game but that's because it had adventure style gameplay this time. Took
me a couple of hours to complete it but it was engaging enough that I don't mind finishing it in one sitting. The storyline is only
loosely connected to the first but you wouldn't miss much if you skipped the first. I like the hidden object scene style in this
series where it shows you a picture of a broken up object and you find the pieces, this game also didn't have any parts where I
was stuck looking for something tiny. Definitely worth a look if you are a HOA fan, but get it on sale coz of the short story and
limited replay value.. Recieved this game as a winning on a giveaway as part of a group. It feels like it is something that I would
play on my Commodore or even regluar nintendo, so know all about the graphics of the era.
Do I recommend this title? Far as the graphics and gameplay, it is like the older style games.. zaxxon, etc. so personally yes..
Price they want for this? well i never pay full price for most games as a general rule since im disabled and on limited income sad
to say. If you know this era of gaming then grab it. For those who were spoon fed high detailed and realistic graphics then I
would say no... CS сцены. Мне понравилось.
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